National Security Transfers in CIS countries: shortcomings, comparative practices and recommendations for change

Friday, 15 September 2017, 13:15 to 14:45
Room 1, Warsaw National Stadium (PGE Narodowy), OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting 2017

The International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) invites you to a panel discussion on extraditions, expulsions and other forms of transfers of national security suspects in countries of the OSCE region. The event will address the challenges of such international criminal cooperation for human rights protection.

The panel discussion is being held to launch the ICJ report Transnational Injustices - National Security Transfers and International Law, which analyses recent experience of national security transfers, and makes recommendations for change based on international human rights law and comparative experiences.

Panelists:

**Dmitry Nurumov**, ICJ consultant  
**Massimo Frigo**, ICJ Legal Adviser  
**Irina Urumova**, Independent Justice Reform Consultant  
**Bruno Min**, Legal and Policy Officer - Fair Trials International  
**Johannes Heiler**, Adviser on Anti-Terrorism Issues - ODIHR